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Introduce selfLike to talk about Polyamory and LGBT populations.



Polyamory 

• Multiple simultaneous romantic or emotionally 
close relationships, with consent of all parties. 
 

• Structures and presentation vary widely:  
– Most common = primary dyad + secondary 

relationships (Labriola, 1999). 

– Non-Hierarchical, Poly-family, “Tribe”, etc. 
 

• Characterized By: 
– Intense emotional connection. 
– Open communication, honesty. 
– Sex may not be seen as essential. 
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Generally defined as….[definition]Emotional closeness, love and intimacy central to poly discourses, however:Key distinguisher is the valence of the emotional closeness – generally more romantic or affectionate in nature. MORE THAN FRIENDSHIP!Note:-Frequently distinguished from casual sex/swinging.
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One key factor: Polyamory is a contested term.Multiple and often contradictory discourses re: definition/meaning of polyamory.Best illustrated visually:-X-axis represents sexual exclusivity, Y-axis represents emotional exclusivity.Other common types of non-monogamy are more easily located on this graph:-Monogamy, with total sexual and emotional exclusivity.-No Relationship, hence no sexual or emotional exclusivity.-Swinging, which polyamory is frequently contrasted against.  Greater emphasis on sexual openness, but couple generally retains emotional exclusivity.Whereas a precise classification of polyamory will vary according to who you ask:-Could look a lot like swinging but with greater emotional openness to extra-dyadic partners.-Could be what’s called Polyfidelity, where a poly network is sexually exclusive with each other but may be open to other emotional connections.-Could be much looser and less-defined in nature.-Or it could take form of a previously monogamous couple who open their relationship to include a third person.This kind of construct fluidity is important for our purposes, because it mirrors the variance in polyamorous presentation often seen between different LGBT populations.



LGBT Relationships May Support Poly 

• Forced innovation in LGBT relationships due to lack 
of existing models (Heaphy, Donovan, & Weeks, 2004). 

– Requires dialogical openness and self-reflexivity. 
– Fewer assumptions. Monogamy often not a given. 

 

• LGBT couples may reflect a “friendship model”: 
– Emphasize co-independence, egalitarianism. 
– Characterized as “erotic friendships” by some authors. 

 

• LGBT’s often rely on “families of choice” of partners, 
friends, ex-partners, lovers. 
 

• Trends convergent with & may facilitate polyamory. 
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Before I dive into that, I want to quickly look at how LGBT relationships may lay the groundwork for non-monogamy and polyamory.Widely noted: Lack of existing models, etc.  No guides.  This kind of innovation requires dialogical openness within relationship, and self-reflexivity.  LGBT relationships tend to feature fewer assumptions, for example:-Unlike with most heterosexual relationships, monogamy is often not taken for granted in LGBT relationships, and is instead discussed and agreed upon, or not.Argued that LGBT couples reflect a more “friendship model,” emphasizing mutual independence, as opposed to heterosexual relationships, which are comprised of complementary but oppositional male/female gender roles.This all plays a part in encouraging LGBT individuals and relationships to build these “families of choice”, comprised of partners, friends, ex-partners, lovers, and so on.Bottom line is:All of these trends in LGBT relationships: dialogical openness, reflexivity, egalitarianism, and construction of tight-knit support networks, are convergent with - and may help facilitate – the practice of polyamory or some other form of non-monogamy.



Lesbian Non-Monogamy & Polyamory 

• Little lesbian non-monogamy prevalence data: 
– 29% of 788 lesbian couples (Blumstein & Schwartz, 1983). 
– 1/3 of 106 lesbians in CO sample (Munson & Stelboum, 1999). 

– Where is the line b/w non-monogamy and polyamory? 
 

 

• Emphasis in lesbian community on loving friendships 
vs. pure sexuality. 
– “Genitally sexual definition of….relationship ignores the 

reality of women’s ways of relating” (Rothblum, 1999). 

– Lesbians may form “passionately loyal” friendship 
groups, mix concepts of partner/lover/ex-lover/friend.  

– Polyamorous networks in all but name (sexual or not)? 
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Very little empirical data on prevalence of lesbian non-monogamy or polyamory:About a third of some lesbian samples has been non-monogamous in some way.The question is what does that mean, and how do you distinguish polyamory?Widely noted that there is an increased value placed by lesbian community on loving friendships vs. pure sexuality.One author said it best:“Genitally sexual definition of what constitutes a lesbian relationship ignores the reality of women’s ways of relating.”Additionally, it’s very common for lesbians to maintain links to ex-lovers, ex-lovers’ lovers, etc.  -Result is many intimate friendships which at one time may have been sexual.These close-knit networks of intimate friendships in many ways resemble a polyamorous network, whether or not they identify as such.  Especially when you take into account fact that polyamorous discourses frequently emphasize that genital sex is not an essential aspect of what constitutes a polyamorous relationship.  The focus is on an emotional, intimate, romantic bond that may or may not include sex.Excellent example of the ways in which gender identity and sexual orientation can influence the presentation of non-monogamy and polyamory….in this case, by reframing the concept of non-monogamy in a distinctly feminine way.



Gay Male Non-Monogamy & Polyamory 

• Some conflicting data, but most studies indicate 
majority of male couples sexually non-monogamous  
(Adam, 2010; Bonello, 2009; Blumstein & Schwartz, 1983; LaSala, 2001). 
 

• Despite this, polyamorous identification is rare. 
 

• Fidelity seen in emotional commitment, not sex. 
 

• Gender may influence poly expression: 
– Masculine scripts of autonomy, sex as adventurism vs. 

romantic mono/hetero-normative scripts (Adam, 2010). 
 

• Suggested that sampling limitations, assumptions may 
obscure nature of extra-dyadic relationships in lit.: 
– e.g. 26% of 86 non-monogamous male couples allowed 

deeper connections (or more) w/ others (Spears & Lowen, 2010). 
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Now there is considerably more research on non-monogamy among gay men as opposed to lesbian women.-Data-Specifically polyamorous identification rare.Here again we see the influence of gender identity and sexual orientation on non-monogamy practices, only this time from a much more masculine direction.-High prevalence of sexual non-monogamy but low prevalence of polyamory could be result of:-Clash b/w romantic hetero-normative & mono-normative cultural scripts of romantic love, and masculine scripts of sex as a source of adventure, pleasure, and exploration.Makes sense then that while, research overwhelmingly indicates that gay men see fidelity mainly in terms of emotional commitment, sexual non-monogamy is often described as the take-for-granted mode of relating in gay culture.However the picture might not be so simple:Suggested that sampling limitations, combined with potential for authors to inadvertently reproduce assumptions about the kinds of relationships being adopted, may result in partial picture of relational forms being practiced.Namely, that while lots of research investigates whether gay male couples are sexually non-monogamous, the emotional involvement with these extra-dyadic partners is less often discussed.So while research indicates a limited uptake of polyamory among gay men, anecdotal evidence suggests that gay men may be participating in similarly complex and varied relationship forms in greater #’s than lit suggests.



Bisexuals and Polyamory 

• Roughly half of poly-identified people may be bisexual 
(Nearing, 2000; Page, 2004; Rust, 1996; Wosick-Correa, 2007; Wolfe, 2003). 

– Samples not generalizable, but trend is consistent. 
– Vastly disproportionate based on overall bi prevalence. 

• Compared to 3-4% gay/lesbian in two large poly samples 
(Nearing, 2000; Wosick-Correa, 2007). 

 

• Why such high overlap between poly and bisexuality? 
– May let bisexuals transcend gender dichotomies, allow 

same person to relate to different genders differently. 
– Speculated that bisexuality may modulate jealousy in 

some poly networks, increasing harmony (Cookson, 2011). 

– More research needed to investigate connection. 
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When it comes to bisexuals and polyamory, there seems to be a striking connection between the two.Discuss stats.Additionally, a significant percentage of bisexual-identified people (I’ve seen samples showing 30-50%) may also either practice polyamory, or desire a polyamorous relationship structure.Given the estimated prevalence of bisexual-identified adults, this is a hugely disproportionate # that endorses polyamory.  You don’t see this over-representation with gay & lesbian populations.WHY so high prevalence?  Shocking to me that more investigation hasn’t been done.There are some theories:Polyamory may allow bisexual individuals to transcend dichotomies of gender and sexuality and allow same person to relate to differently gendered people in differently gendered ways.-However some qual. studies may dispute this as some poly bisexuals declare no preference in the genders of their relationships.Also it’s been speculated, in fact at last year’s APA convention, that bisexuality may help modulate jealousy in polyamorous networks by way of social comparisons, or through the enhanced possibilities for partner sharing that a bisexual identification could allow.But bottom line is that the link between bisexuality and polyamory requires further investigation.



Transgender Polyamory? 

• Data on poly & transgender practically nonexistent. 
– ~1% of N = 1010 polys identified as trans (Nearing, 2000). 

– Anecdotal evidence indicates possible high overlap 
between trans and non-monogamy (Richards, 2010). 

 

• Polyamory may offer trans persons opportunity to 
further escape dyadic, dichotomous gender/sex roles. 
– Limited qual. data support this practice; “foregrounding” 

different gender roles w/ different partners (Richards, 2010). 
 

• More research needed to explore intersection 
between transgender and polyamory. 
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Speaking of requiring further investigation…There has been practically no empirical study of polyamory in transgendered populations.-One study of 1,010 poly-identified people found that 1% of respondents identified as transgender.-Qualitative data and anecdotal evidence suggests the possibility of a high overlap between non-monogamy and transgender identity.As with bisexual individuals, polyamory or non-monogamy in general allows the potential to transcend dichotomous gender and sex roles.-Has been some qualitative research supporting this, in which polyamorous and transgender identified individuals described how they could “foreground” different gender or sexual roles with different partners.But as I said, more research needs to be done, and it is unfortunate that in this area of LGBT study, just as Dr. Kolmes mentioned in her presentation, transgendered populations have received much less focus and attention than other LGBT sub-populations.



Prejudice and Microaggressions 

• Polyamorous LGBTs may be doubly-stigmatized. 
– Non-monogamy may amplify existing erotophobia. 
– Prejudice/erotophobia could come from within-group: 

• Stigmatization by monogamous lesbians or gay men. 
• Bisexuals often assumed incapable of monogamy/fidelity. 

 

• Microaggressions/invalidations against poly LGBTs: 
– Added stress of dual-minority roles. 

• Cultural hetero & mono-normativity compound each other 
(c.f., Kolmes & Witherspoon, 2012).  

 

• Clinicians can support, normalize, provide resources. 
– Greater clinical training, cultural competency required.  
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Identifying as lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgendered already places a person in a minority role.  Further identifying as polyamorous creates yet another minority cultural layer.This can lead to polyamorous LGBTs to be doubly-stigmatized, both from outside forces such as strangers and society in general, as well as from within-group sources, such as monogamous LGBTs or even members of a person’s support network who do not understand their poly lifestyle.LGBT individuals already have to contend with a largely erotophobic society, and certain erotophobic elements within the LGBT population as a whole.  Being openly polyamorous or non-monogamous can further inflame this erotophobia.  For example the polyamory literature is rife with examples of monogamous lesbian women or gay men stigmatizing their non-monogamous peers, and polyamorous bisexuals face persistent stereotypes that bisexual individuals are incapable of monogamy or fidelity.Dr. Kolmes discussed the concept of microaggressions in her presentation, and the concept absolutely applies to polyamorous LGBTs:-The subtlety of microaggressions often prevents a person from immediately recognizing them and being able to respond appropriately.  Microaggressions attack a person’s sense of reality, causing them to question whether a person REALLY meant something, or if they are just being too sensitive.Microinvalidations are often considered the most harmful type of microaggression because they invalidate and attack a person’s subjective sense of reality.-For example if a polyamorous person breaks up with one partner, and a friend insinuates that they should not grieve the loss of this relationship since they still has another partner, that person may feel that a crucial aspect of their identity has been casually dismissed. �LGBT individuals face microinvalidations all the time because we live in a very hetero-normative society.  But we ALSO live in a very mono-normative society, opening up an additional vector for microaggressions against a person who identifies as both polyamorous and LGBT.And finally, the vastly reduce visibility of polyamory compared to LGBT in general society means that microaggressions from others, including members of a person’s support network, are that much more likely to go unchecked.
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